Weekly Newsquiz – April 12

1. What country, which hopes to dominate the Arctic, has built dozens of military sites along its Arctic coast in recent years?

2. What substance, which was researched in the early 1900s by Frederick McKay, could the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) more strictly limit in bottled water?

3. What department of the U.S. government was led by Kirstjen Nielsen, whose departure from the position was announced on Sunday?

4. What agency of the U.S. government was led by Randolph "Tex" Alles, whose departure from the position was announced on Monday?

5. What nation's Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (IRGC) was recently designated a foreign terrorist organization by the U.S. government?

6. The European Council is the political wing of what international organization, which currently has 28 members ahead of the Brexit?

7. U.S. President Dwight D. Eisenhower oversaw the first trade embargo that America imposed on what Communist country, which is located in the Caribbean?

8. Name Israel's incumbent prime minister who defeated his former chief of staff, Benny Gantz, to win a record fifth term in office.

9. What is the two-word term for the theoretical boundary that surrounds a black hole, a "point of no return" that appeared as an orange glow in a recent scientific picture?

10. Omar al-Bashir, whose government was overthrown this week in a military coup, is the former president of what African country?